In the above, β D and β E are unknown parameters that have the dimension of a geographic distance 88 and of an environmental distance, respectively. They quantify the magnitude of the effect of these 89 two variables on genetic covariance. Large values of the β D (resp. β E ) parameter correspond to a 90 slow decay of the covariance as h D (resp. h E ) increases, i.e. a small influence of geographical (resp. describes the rate of decay of the covariance in space which relates not only to the average dispersal 97 distance but also to population density and migration rates (cf e.g. Rousset, 1997 Rousset, , 2001 . Besides,
98
the system may not be in migration-drift equilibrium (e.g. due to recent expansions), which may 
The term I 0 (h D ) is equal to 1 when h D = 0 and 0 otherwise. It is known as a nugget effect in 113 the geostatistical literature (Cressie & Wikle, 2011, pp. 122-123) and it is used to introduce a 
Covariance model with geographic distance only: The generic model of equation 2 can also 127 be simplified and used to investigate spatial genetic variation in absence of any obvious environ-128 mental factor. By dropping h E (or setting β E = +∞) in equation 2, we get:
Making inference about remaining parameters in Eq. 4 allows one to estimate the spatial rate of The data consist of allele counts for alleles a = 1, ..., A l , at loci l = 1, ..., L over populations jointly from p(θ, f |g) ∝ p(g|f, θ)p(f |θ)p(θ) which involves only tractable probability distributions.
173
We place independent uniform priors on each component of θ, to do so we choose upper bounds 174 for the α, β D and β E that are large enough to make the choice un-consequential. We perform
175
Metropolis-within-Gibbs simulation alternating updates of f and updates of θ. In the updates of f ,
176
there is no obvious appealing proposal distribution on the frequencies f themselves, so we follow the 
Inference for model with Gaussian distribution

184
Assuming that allele counts are M V N (µ, Σ θ ), we estimate θ by maximising the Gaussian likelihood 185 p(g|θ). We do this with the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm. dataset with n = 100 sampling sites and L = 1000 loci takes typically an hour on a standard PC.
219
The same task is performed in a few seconds under the Gaussian approximation. locations n ranging from 50 to 500 and a number of loci L ranging from 100 to 100000. In all cases 
306
These sites display a significant amount of admixture Fontaine et al. (2010 Fontaine et al. ( , 2014 , which may act 307 as a confounder in our analysis (these pairs of populations can be identified on Fig. 2 , see also SI).
308
In this second analysis there is still no consensus across the ten runs, but the model that is now 309 selected most often is E. which could result from spatial variations in effective population density and/or dispersal pattern.
312
We replicated this analysis using SUNDER to show its capability to address such question. To do 
Coyote data
320
We considered data previously analysed by Sacks et al. (2008) with models G, E and G+E. The model that provided the best fit among E,G and E+G in the 345 cross-validation procedure was E, which corresponds to an absence of a significant isolation by 346 distance pattern and an effect of salinity on genetic differentiation.
347
5 Discussion
348
We have modified and extended the model proposed by Bradburd et al. (2013) in order to make 349 it fit better with traditional geostatistical models and avoid issues related to positive definiteness.
350
We have proposed a statistical model selection method that allows users to go beyond posterior 351 distributions and provides them with a decision criterion as to what model describes best the data.
352
We have also implemented the MCMC inference corresponding to this updated model (and various here, there is intrinsically no greater algorithmic difficulty to estimate an IBD effect than an IBE 373 effect. The asymmetry in G and E observed in table 1 has to result from the specific simulations 374 conditions studied here. In all the geostatistical simulations involving the α G or the α E parameter,
375
their values were set equal to one. However, to avoid redundancy of simulations under the G and 376 distances were not the same, the former spreading typically across a broader range than the latter.
378
Turning the results of our simulations into a rule to assess the likelihood to detect a spurious effect 379 would be certainly useful but is practically out of reach as this rule would have to depend on the 380 effect size which is precisely one of the quantity that our model attempts to estimate.
381
The nugget coefficient δ (Eq. 2-5) controls how much an allele frequency at a given location 382 will depart from those at neighbouring locations. Fontaine, M., Baird, S., Piry, S., Ray, N., Tolley, K., Duke, S., Birkun, A., Ferreira, M., Jauniaux,
436
T., Llavona, A.,Östürk, B.,Östürk, A., Ridoux, V., Rogan, E., Sequeira, M., Siebert, U., Viking- Fontaine, M., Roland, K., Calves, I., Austerlitz, F., Palstra, F., Tolley, K., Ryan, S., Ferreira, M., 
